
+++ Show us your place to see in Saxony! +++ 

The temporary prize competition “My Place to See in Saxony” is organised by Tourismus 
Marketing Gesellschaft Sachsen mbH, Bautzner Str. 45-47, 01099 Dresden, Germany 
(hereinafter referred to as TMGS mbH).  

Entrants must agree to these conditions of entry in order to take part in the competition. By 
submitting an entry pursuant to § 4, entrants express their agreement to the following 
conditions of entry. 

Entry to this prize competition is exclusively based on these conditions of entry and does not 
depend on purchase of goods or services.  

This prize competition is not connected with Instagram and is not sponsored, supported or 
organised by Instagram in any way.  

§ 1 How the competition works 
The prize competition promotion begins on 07/03/2018 at 10:00 (Central European Time, 
CET) and ends on 31/08/2018 at 23:59 (Central European Summer Time, CEST). Entrants 
will be able to take part in the prize competition online on Instagram during this period. 
Entries submitted after entries close will not be taken into consideration in selecting the 
winner. 

To take part in the prize competition, entrants must follow the Instagram channel of TMGS 
mbH (https://www.instagram.com/SaxonyTourism) and upload their own photograph or 
video, within the meaning of § 4, of their place to see in Saxony, to their publicly visible 
Instagram account with the two hashtags #winatriptosaxony and #visitsaxony.  

During the competition period, TMGS mbH chooses six winners by panel decision from the 
entries submitted each month. The overall winner will be chosen from all entries at the end of 
the competition period, also by panel decision. 

All winner entries (photographs or videos) can be published on the TMGS mbH homepage 
(https://www.sachsen-tourismus.de/en/win/) and published as Instagram entries on the 
TMGS Instagram channel (https://www.instagram.com/SaxonyTourism), until 31/10/2018.  

§ 2 Conditions of entry 

Express acceptance of these conditions of entry is required for entry into this prize 
competition. By following the TMGS mbH Instagram channel 
(https://www.instagram.com/SaxonyTourism) and uploading the photograph or video to 
Instagram (htttps://instagram.com) with the two hashtags #winatriptosaxony and 
#visitsaxony, entrants accept the conditions of entry. 

Entrants must hold all of the rights to the photograph or video uploaded, pursuant to § 5. 

Furthermore, by uploading a photograph or video to Instagram (www.instagram.com), 
entrants accept the applicable rules of the network. 

§ 3 Entrants 

The competition is open to natural persons aged 16 and over. 
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Persons who are over 16, but under 18 are only allowed to enter with express written 
permission from their legal representative and if the organiser is provided with proof of this 
written permission, at the latest when the winner is confirmed.  

If an entrant who is authorised to submit an entry, in line with the age restrictions above, has 
limited legal competence, the consent of the legal representative is also required. Proof of 
this must be provided in the form described above.  

Entry to the competition is not dependent on the entrant’s place of residence. 

Only entrants with a public Instagram profile (publically visible photographs and/or videos) 
may enter the competition. 

Employees of TMGS mbH, employees of businesses affiliated with TMGS mbH, competition 
partners and their family members may enter the competition, but the entries they submit are 
not allowed to win. 

§ 4 Requirements for content 

The subject of the competition is: Show us your place to see in Saxony! 
(What is your inside tip in Saxony or where is a must-see location in Saxony?) 

To enter the prize competition, entrants must follow the Instagram channel of TMGS mbH 
(https://www.instagram.com/SaxonyTourism) and upload their own photograph or video of 
their favourite place in Saxony (“My Place to See in Saxony”) to their publicly visible 
Instagram account with the two hashtags #winatriptosaxony and #visitsaxony, from 
07/03/2018, 10:00 CET to 31/08/2018, 23:59 CEST. 

Restrictions on content: 

The following are forbidden: photographs or videos that contain trademarks, logos or material 
protected by copyright that is not the property of the entrant or is used without permission 
(including, but not restricted to company names, music, photographs, works of art or 
photographs that have been published on websites, television programmes, films or other 
media) or that otherwise infringe or violate the rights of a third party (including, but not 
restricted to copyright, trade marks, patents, trade secrets, logos, rights under contracts and 
licences, public rights, moral rights or any other intellectual property rights); commercial 
content for advertising products or services; religious content; entries that break the law 
(human rights, animal welfare, etc.); pornographic or sexual content; any content that incites 
hatred (including racism, sexism, etc.); content that supports violence against or harm of 
other living creatures or any other offensive, obscene or inappropriate content; incitement of 
the people, calls to commit crimes, or political material (rallies, political symbols, 
demonstrations, etc.); presentation of clearly offensive material; inconsiderate behaviour, 
stalking, threats, insults, harassment, violation of privacy or forwarding of third-party personal 
data; defamatory, falsely representative or derogatory comments or other content that could 
have a negative influence on the name, reputation or goodwill of the legal entity of the 
competition. 

TMGS mbH reserves the right to use its own discretion to exclude entrants from the 
competition if there are legitimate reasons: 

TMGS mbH reserves the right to exclude entrants from the competition if their entries violate 
these conditions of entry or the applicable law, as well as entrants who have made false or 
misleading information in connection with their entry to the competition.  
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Furthermore, TMGS mbH reserves the right to use its discretion to exclude individual entries 
from the competition if they offend the rules of good taste (in particular, defamation and 
insults), are not related to the subject or are not beneficial to the competition. Photographs 
and captions with offensive language, as well as photographs and captions with 
discriminatory or racist content, or content that is harmful to young people, or that makes 
negative allusions to persons or businesses, are excluded from the competition. 

TMGS mbH is not obligated to give reasons for an exclusion. 

Entrants that attempt to disrupt or manipulate the outcome of the competition, as well as 
participants that attempt to gain an advantage by using unauthorised aids, will also be 
excluded from the competition.  

If a reason for exclusion is only discovered after prizes have been awarded, the winner will 
be stripped of their title and asked to return the prize. Compensation shall be paid if it is not 
possible to return the prize in natura. 

§ 5 Granting of rights 

By entering the competition, the entrant guarantees that he or she is the holder of all rights to 
the photographs/videos entered in the competition. Furthermore, each entrant guarantees 
that he or she is entitled to show all of the objects, premises and identifiable persons in their 
photograph or video, and that the entry submitted does not violate the privacy and other 
rights of third parties. In particular, each entrant guarantees that any identifiable persons 
depicted in their entry have given their consent. If it subsequently transpires that a 
photograph or video violates copyright, patent rights, trade mark rights or any other rights of 
third parties that are protected from a legal point of view, the winner can subsequently be 
stripped of their title and asked to return the prize. Compensation shall be paid if it is not 
possible to return the prize in natura. 

In the event that a photograph or video violates applicable law, the user shall exempt TMGS 
mbH from any resulting liability towards third parties, and express their agreement to 
compensate TMGS mbH for any resulting damages. 

Furthermore, by uploading a photograph or video to Instagram (www.instagram.com), 
entrants accept the network’s applicable guidelines on copyright 
(https://help.instagram.com/126382350847838?helpref=page_content). 

All winner entries (photographs or videos) can be published on the TMGS mbH homepage 
(https://www.sachsen-tourismus.de/en/win/) and published as Instagram entries on the 
TMGS Instagram channel (https://www.instagram.com/SaxonyTourism), until 31/10/2018. In 
the event of a win, the entrant expresses their agreement with this.  

§ 6 Exclusion of liability 

TMGS mbH reserves the right to modify, interrupt or end the competition and prize 
competition at any time, without prior notice and without giving reasons, if being able to hold 
the competition in accordance with the regulations is not guaranteed for reasons of force 
majeure, technical reasons (in particular because of hardware and/or software malfunctions 
or computer viruses), or for legal reasons. Any claims are excluded in this case. In particular, 
there shall be no legal entitlement to adjustment or publication of images submitted and/or 
prizes that have not yet been awarded. 

TMGS mbH accepts no liability for errors, omissions, interruptions, deletions, defects, delays 
in operation or transmission, failures in communications, or theft, destruction or change by 
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unauthorised access to the entrant’s content and/or messages. TMGS mbH is not 
responsible for problems or technical faults in connection with telephone networks or lines, 
online systems, servers or providers, computer equipment and software, or for breakdowns 
of emails or players because of technical problems or congestion on the internet or a 
combination thereof. This also includes infringements or damages suffered by entrants or 
computers or that result from participation or from downloading materials. Under no 
circumstances is TMGS mbH liable for loss or damage because of use of external services 
for entry into the competition. 

§ 7 Choosing the winners 

The winners of the photograph/video competition will be chosen from all entrants entitled to 
enter.  

During the competition period, TMGS mbH chooses six winners by panel decision from the 
entries submitted each month. The overall winner will be chosen from all entries at the end of 
the competition period, also by panel decision. 

The winners of the photograph/video prize competition will be informed of the win by the 
comment function below the uploaded photograph or video, as well as via a personal 
message on Instagram (www.instagram.com), by the 5th day of the following month at the 
latest. They will be requested to make personal contact with TMGS mbH by email 
(presse.tmgs@sachsen-tour.de), to confirm the win and to give their details for further 
communication (email address), date of birth (for checking the entrant’s age), the winning 
photograph or video (for the publication on the homepage https://www.sachsen-
tourismus.de/en/win/), the link to his Instagram profile (to uniquely assign the Instagram post) 
and where to send the prize (name, address) if it is not sent by email in the form of a 
voucher. 

The winner is required to reply to the organiser via email (mailto:presse.tmgs@sachsen-
tour.de) within 3 days of announcement of the win by a comment. If a winner does not get in 
touch within 3 days, the claim to the prize will expire and a new winner will be decided. If this 
winner also does not get in touch within 3 days after the comment under their 
photograph/video, the prize will expire for good. 

Persons aged 16 or over, but under the age of 18 are required to provide proof of express 
written consent to enter the prize competition from their legal representative when the win is 
confirmed and to give their details for sending the prize (name, address). 

No responsibility is accepted for the announcement of the win.  

7.1 Deciding the monthly winners of the photograph/video prize competition  
(March until August (inclusive)) 

TMGS mbH chooses six winners by panel decision from the entries submitted each month. 
Entrants can enter the draw each month during the competition period.  

The winners of the photograph/video prize competition will be informed of the win by the 
comment function below the uploaded photograph or video, as well as via a personal 
message on Instagram (www.instagram.com), by the 5th day of the following month at the 
latest. They will be requested to make personal contact with TMGS mbH by email 
(presse.tmgs@sachsen-tour.de), to confirm the win and to give their details for further 
communication (email address), date of birth (for checking the entrant’s age), the winning 
photograph or video (for the publication on the homepage https://www.sachsen-
tourismus.de/en/win/), the link to his Instagram profile (to uniquely assign the Instagram post) 
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and where to send the prize (name, address) if it is not sent by email in the form of a 
voucher. 

The winner is required to reply to the organiser via email (mailto:presse.tmgs@sachsen-
tour.de) within 3 days of announcement of the win by a comment. If a winner does not get in 
touch within 3 days, the claim to the prize will expire and a new winner will be decided. If this 
winner also does not get in touch within 3 days after the comment under their 
photograph/video, the prize will expire for good. 

Persons aged 16 or over, but under the age of 18 are required to provide proof of express 
written consent to enter the prize competition from their legal representative when the win is 
confirmed and to give their details for sending the prize (name, address). 

No responsibility is accepted for the announcement of the win.  

After the address has been given, the prize will be sent to the winner by post at the expense 
of TMGS mbH. 

7.2 7.1. Choosing the overall winner of the photograph / video prize competition 

The overall winner will be selected from all of the entries, on 03/09/2018, by the TMGS mbH 
panel. The overall winner will be informed by the comment function below the uploaded 
photograph or video, as well as via a personal message on Instagram (www.instagram.com)) 
immediately afterwards, but by 05/09/2018 at the latest. They will be requested to make 
personal contact with TMGS mbH by email (presse.tmgs@sachsen-tour.de), to confirm the 
win and to give their details for further communication (email address), date of birth (for 
checking the entrant’s age), the winning photograph or video (for the publication on the 
homepage https://www.sachsen-tourismus.de/en/win/), the link to his Instagram profile (to 
uniquely assign the Instagram post) and where to send the prize (name, address) if it is not 
sent by email in the form of a voucher. 

The winner is required to reply to the organiser via email (mailto:presse.tmgs@sachsen-
tour.de) within 3 days of announcement of the win by a comment. If a winner does not get in 
touch within 3 days, the claim to the prize will expire and a new winner will be decided. If this 
winner also does not get in touch within 3 days after the comment under their 
photograph/video, the prize will expire for good. 

Persons aged 16 or over, but under the age of 18 are required to provide proof of express 
written consent to enter the prize competition from their legal representative when the win is 
confirmed and to give their details for sending the prize (name, address). 

No responsibility is accepted for the announcement of the win.  

After the address has been given, the prize will be sent to the winner by post at the expense 
of TMGS mbH. 

§ 8 Prizes 

Monthly prizes:  
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March 

Short trip for two persons in the Gewandhaus Dresden 
incl. 3 overnight stays in a standard room, daily rich breakfast buffet, 120 EUR voucher for 
the steak restaurant [m] eatery bar + restaurant> 
Gewandhaus Dresden, Ringstraße 1, 01067 Dresden 

SEEWUNDERBAR Relaxing Days in Hotel BEI SCHUMANN for 2 persons from 12 to 9 p.m. 
including the use of the unique Roman SPA TEMPLE with large outdoor pool and Kneipp 
basin and the SEA WUNDERBAR, lounger at the lake, cherry compress and aloe pear 
refreshment, coffee and piece of cake in the afternoon, optional SPA ritual "lightness" or 
"summer freshness" 
HOTEL BEI SCHUMANN, Bautzener Straße 74, 02681 Schirgiswalde-Kirschau, OT Kirschau 

2 tickets for »Bluebeard´s Castle / Pagliacci« at 21st April 2018 in the Oper Leipzig 
Oper Leipzig, Augustusplatz 12, 04109 Leipzig 

2 day passes for a visit to the Dresden State Art Collections, valid for all museums of the 
State Art Collections (except Historisches Grünes Gewölbe),  
Staatliche Kunstsammlungen Dresden, Residenzschloss, Taschenberg 2, 01067 Dresden 

Mephisto´s coffee klatsch in Auerbachs Keller in Leipzig for 2 persons 
including guided tour of about 30 minutes through the historic wine taverns, a cup of coffee 
and a piece of Mephisto cake, "Mephistotaler" 
Auerbachs, Keller, Mädler Passage, Grimmaische Str. 2-4, 04109 Leipzig 

Family ticket for the Erlebniswelt Musikinstrumentenbau® Vogtland inluding a tour through 
the demonstration workshops (2 adults, 2 children), Musicon Valley e.V. - Erlebniswelt 
Musikinstrumentenbau®, Johann-Sebastian-Bach-Straße 13, 08258 Markneukirchen 

April 

Short trip for 2 persons in the Hotel Fürstenhof 
incl. 3 overnight stays in a deluxe double room, daily breakfast buffet, 1 x 3-course menu 
including the corresponding wines in the Restaurant Villers (on the day of arrival), accessto 
the the wellness area "AquaMarin" with sauna and fitness area 
Hotel Fürstenhof Leipzig – A Luxury Collection Hotel, Tröndlinring 8, 04105 Leipzig 

Salt Water Relaxation Day for 2 persons in the Salt Water Hot Spring & Sauna World Bad 
Elster incl. free admission to Salt Water Hot Spring and Sauna World Bad Elster (incl. bath 
landscape and sauna in Albert Baths), 1 Elster salt oil massage, 1 Vital drink in the 
restaurant of the Salt Water Hot Spring, 1 Sound relaxation treatment, Mineral healing water 
for drinking, Soletherme Bad Elster, Badstraße 6, 08645 Bad Elster 

2 tickets for the Grosses Concert of the Gewandhaus Orchestra Leipzig conducted by Andris 
Nelsons at 21st June 2018 at 8 p.m., Gewandhaus Leipzig, Augustusplatz 8, 04109 Leipzig 

Dinner for 2 persons with menu and wine in the restaurant "Alte Meister" (worth € 100,00) 
Alte Meister Café & Restaurant, Theaterplatz 1A, 01067 Dresden 

2 tickets for the Dresden Transport Museum 
Verkehrsmuseum Dresden, Augustusstraße 1, 01067 Dresden 



1 Family ticket for the Staatliche Museum für Archäologie Chemnitz (State Museum for 
Archaeology in Chemnitz –smac) (max. 2 adults, max. 2 children) 
Staatliches Museums für Archäologie Chemnitz, Stefan-Heym-Platz 1, 09111 Chemnitz 

May 

Short trip for 2 pesons in the HOTEL BEI SCHUMANN 
incl. 3 overnight stay in one of the exclusive suites, dayly breakfast buffetand early breakfast 
for early birds from 6:00 a.m., daily admission to the Roman SPA TEMPLE, including a green 
shimmering indoor pool and a year-round heated, 20 m long outdoor pool, nine completely 
different saunas and steam baths, whirlpool, cold dip pool, refreshing ice fountain, Kneipp 
basin and a natural spring water fed SEEWUNDERBAR with beach, various sauna infusions, 
selected activity program, crunchy apples and refreshing drinks at the SPA reception, free 
use of gemstone sources from the water altar, 1 bottle of Kirschau water of constitution upon 
arrival in your suite / room,  every evening a half board menu in three courses in the 
restaurant, SPA package "SUMMER BREAK" 
HOTEL BEI SCHUMANN, Bautzener Straße 74, 02681 Schirgiswalde-Kirschau, OT Kirschau 

2 tickets for the ballet »Don Juan / Mozart à deux« at 21st June 2018 in the Oper Leipzig 
Oper Leipzig, Augustusplatz 12, 04109 Leipzig 

Voucher for white water rafting (1 Person ) at Kanupark Markkleeberg 
Kanupark Markkleeberg, Wildwasserkehre 1, 04416 Markkleeberg 

2 tickets for an event at the Felsenbühne Rathen 
Felsenbühne Rathen, Amselgrund 17, 01824 Rathen 

2 tickets for the Filmnächte Chemnitz 
Filmnächte Chemnitz, Theaterpl. 1, 09111 Chemnitz 

3-hour rental of a kayak for 2 persons at Bootsverleih im Scheibenholz in Leipzig 
Bootsverleih im Scheibenholz, Rennbahnweg 2A, 04107 Leipzig 

June 

Short trip for 2 persons in the Hotel Elbresidenz Bad Schandau 
incl. 3 overnight stays in a superior double room, daily half board, timeless stay in the hotel's 
Aurorabad with sauna area, unlimited admission to the Toskana Therme Bad Schandau with 
Liquid Sound Temple and Sauna World during the hotel stay, bathrobe and hotel slippers 
Hotel Elbresidenz an der Therme Bad Schandau, Markt 1-11, 01814 Bad Schandau 

Candle-light dinner for 2 persons in the restaurant Panorama Tower - Plate of Art 
Panorama Tower -Plate of Art, Augustusplatz 9, 04109 Leipzig 

2 tickets for an event at the Felsenbühne Rathen 
Felsenbühne Rathen, Amselgrund 17, 01824 Rathen 

Voucher for white water rafting (1 Person) at Kanupark Markkleeberg 
Kanupark Markkleeberg, Wildwasserkehre 1, 04416 Markkleeberg 

2 tickets for the guided tour "... and action! A guided tour along the film sets in Görlitz" (only 
in German), Europastadt Görlitz Zgorzelec GmbH, Fleischerstraße 19, 02826 Görlitz 



2 tickets for the Filmnächte Chemnitz  
Filmnächte Chemnitz, Theaterpl. 1, 09111 Chemnitz 

 

July 

SLR Nikon D3400 with AF-S DX NIKKOR 18-105 mm objective VR with 5.8x zoom by 
Cyberport, Cyberport GmbH, Am Brauhaus 5, 01099 Dresden 

"Topfgucker" evening for 2 persons in the gourmet restaurant ‘Caroussel’ of Relais & 
Châteaux Hotel Bülow Palais, Bülow Palais, Königstraße 14, 01097 Dresden 

2 tickets for »Casanova« at 15th September 2018 in the Musikalische Komödie in Leipzig, 
Musikalische Komödie, Dreilindenstraße 30, 04177 Leipzig 

2 day passes for a visit to the Dresden State Art Collections, valid for all museums of the 
State Art Collections (except Historisches Grünes Gewölbe),  
Staatliche Kunstsammlungen Dresden, Residenzschloss, Taschenberg 2, 01067 Dresden 

Family ticket for Königstein Fortress (2 adults and max. 4 chulidren up to 16 years) 
Festung Königstein, 01824 Königstein 

1 Family ticket for the Staatliche Museum für Archäologie Chemnitz (State Museum for 
Archaeology in Chemnitz –smac) (max. 2 adults, max. 2 children) 
Staatliches Museums für Archäologie Chemnitz, Stefan-Heym-Platz 1, 09111 Chemnitz 

August 

Short trip for 2 persosns in the Parkhoitel Bad Schandau 
incl. 3 overnight stays in a double room with view to the Elbe river, rich breakfast buffet, 1 x 
4-course gourmet menu at the last evening, 1 x coffee in the conservatory restaurant, 
bathrobe for the stay, depending on the season use of the sauna area, the outdoor 
swimming pool and the lawn with viwe to the Elbe river, use of W-LAN connection in the 
hotel, use of hotel parking lot at the hotel 
Parkhotel Bad Schandau – Pura Hotels GmbH, Rudolf-Sendig-Straße 12, 01814 Bad 
Schandau 

Salt Water Relaxation Day for 2 persons in the Salt Water Hot Spring & Sauna World Bad 
Elster incl. free admission to Salt Water Hot Spring and Sauna World Bad Elster (incl. bath 
landscape and sauna in Albert Baths), 1 Elster salt oil massage, 1 Vital drink in the 
restaurant of the Salt Water Hot Spring, 1 Sound relaxation treatment, Mineral healing water 
for drinking 
Soletherme Bad Elster, Badstraße 6, 08645 Bad Elster 

2 tickets Advent concert of the Dresden Holy Cross Boys Choir (seats, public area) at 20th 
December 2018, Dresdner Kreuzchor, Dornblüthstraße 4, 01277 Dresden 

2 ticktes for the Dresden State Opera 
Staatsoperette Dresden, Kraftwerk Mitte 1, 01067 Dresden 

2 for the Erlebniswelt Musikinstrumentenbau® Vogtland inluding a tour through the 
demonstration workshops, Musicon Valley e.V. - Erlebniswelt Musikinstrumentenbau®, 
Johann-Sebastian-Bach-Straße 13, 08258 Markneukirchen 



2 tickets for the Dresden Transport Museum 
Verkehrsmuseum Dresden, Augustusstraße 1, 01067 Dresden 

 

Grand prize: 

The grand prize is a holiday in Saxony including travel from Germany: 
“Goodbye Christmas Stress” during the period from 23/12 to 27/12/2018, for 2 persons at 
Hotel König Albert, Carl-August-Klingner-Straße 1, 08645 Bad Elster. 

Services per person: welcome drink, gift from the hotel, 4 x overnight stays in deluxe room 
incl. substantial buffet breakfast, festive evening menu/buffet on 24, 25 and 26 December 
2018, use of the spa facilities and sauna in the Albert Bad spa for the duration of the stay, 1 x 
entry to the directly adjoining Bad Elster thermal spa and saunas, cosy bathrobe in the room 
with bathing bag, incl. towel for the duration of the stay, WiFi access throughout the entire 
hotel, free Sky TV 

TMGS mbH organises, and pays the costs of, travel. Depending on distance and availability, 
this includes travel by air (economy class), or other public transport such as train (2nd class) 
and/or long-distance bus. 

The prize is only issued to the winner or, in the case of entrants who are under 18 years of 
age or legally incompetent, to their legal representative.  

No cash payments, payments in kind or exchanges of the prize will be made.  

The prize is not transferrable to third parties.  

The organiser will pay any costs for sending the prizes. Any costs over and above this that 
are associated with claiming the prize will be paid by the winner.   

§ 9 Warranty exemption  

There are no rights to claim the prize under warranty or guarantee. In particular, claims 
against the organiser under aspects of warranty are excluded.  

In the event that the prize results in a claim under warranty, the winner must contact the 
relevant service provider. The service provider in question can use their discretion in allowing 
the guarantee claim or, if applicable, satisfying the warranty claim made.  

Legal action is not permitted.  

§ 10 Collection of personal data  

Collection of personal data is required for entering the prize competition.  

It should be pointed out that there can be security gaps when data is transferred online (e.g. 
during email communication). It is not possible to completely protect data against access by 
third parties. 

By entering this prize competition, each entrant expressly agrees to the data that they 
send (name, address, email address, date of birth and Instagram user name) being 
collected by Tourismus Marketing Gesellschaft Sachsen mbH, Bautzner Str. 45-47, 



01099 Dresden, Germany, for holding and conducting the prize competition, and being 
saved, processed and used by the legal entity of the organiser. 

For persons who are underage, the aforementioned consent must be given by the parent or 
guardian. Furthermore, each winner expresses their agreement to their personal data, 
specifically information about their prize, their name and surname, as well as their place of 
residence, being used for promotional, advertising and/or publicity purposes in all of the 
media used by the organiser. This includes announcement on the organiser’s website and 
the social media platforms it uses, as well as communication to the service provider of the 
prize for the purpose of identity checks.  

Publication of the entry (photograph or video) and the winner’s personal data is exclusively 
limited to the online and offline publications of TMGS mbH. There will not be any other use 
for advertising purposes (telephone contact, sending advertisements, etc.). 

Furthermore, each winner must, when requested to do so by TMGS mbH, explicitly prove 
their identity by sending a copy of their identity card and giving their email address or a 
comparable document (passport, registration card). If this proof is not provided on time, this 
can lead to exclusion from the competition or loss of entitlement to the prize.  

Each entrant expresses their agreement to receiving messages in connection with the prize 
competition to the email address they have provided.  

This data will not be passed on to third parties without your consent.  

We will provide free of charge information about the data saved about you, on request. If you 
would like to receive this information, please notify Tourismus Marketing Gesellschaft 
Sachsen mbH.  

Entrants can object to use of their data at any time, in writing or by email. This will result in 
personal data no longer being processed and used. The entrant will then be excluded from 
the prize competition.  

TMGS is also obligated, if requested to do so by the entrant, to amend, block or delete data 
saved about the entrant in respect of Tourismus Marketing Gesellschaft Sachsen mbH, 
Bautzner Str. 45-47, 01099 Dresden, Germany. If a request for blocking or deletion is made 
while the prize competition is underway and the entrant is not among the winners, the 
entrant’s data will no longer be processed or used and the entrant will be excluded from the 
prize competition. If the entrant is a winner, the entrant can request blocking or deletion only 
for a point in time after expiration of the right of use granted pursuant to § 5 paragraph 5 and 
§ 10 paragraph 5 above, with the consequence that the entrant’s data will no longer be 
processed or used after expiration of the periods specified therein. 

TMGS is entitled to keep the data beyond the granting of rights and consent to collection 
given above, for an economically appropriate period, for backup, archiving and/or testing 
purposes – in particular, if this is necessary in accordance with tax regulations. The same 
applies for the service provider of the prize. 

Separate data protection regulations are applicable for the organiser’s internet presence, 
where the winner can also be published. These regulations are available to view at 
https://www.sachsen-tourismus.de/en/die-tmgs/data-protection-explanation/. 

Furthermore, by uploading a photograph or video to Instagram (www.instagram.com), 
entrants accept the network’s applicable data protection regulations 
(https://help.instagram.com/155833707900388). Instagram reserves the right to save 

https://www.sachsen-tourismus.de/en/die-tmgs/data-protection-explanation/
file://///FS1.TMGS.de/pr1$/Pressearbeit%202018/Social%20Media/Instagram/Gewinnspiel/Gewinnspielbedingungen/www.instagram.com
https://help.instagram.com/155833707900388


personal data. This includes, for example, profile information, user contributions and 
communication on social networks. These include: 

 Personal information, such as user names, password, email address, name and 
surname, photograph, place of residence and telephone number (if provided) 

 All photographs and comments that users publish on Instagram 

 How, when and with whom a user creates a photograph, video or comment and 
which hashtags they have added 

 Likes and dislikes, as well as information about who the user is friends with 

 Instagram user behaviour (when, how and how often Instagram is used) 

 Websites visited, IP address, browser used, number of clicks, which links the user 
clicks and to which pages these links take them 

 Information about the device used (model and operating system)  

Subsequent deletion of data that Instagram is entitled to save is only possible with the 
agreement of Instagram. 

§11 Miscellaneous  

If individual provisions of these conditions of entry are or become ineffective, inadmissible or 
inexecutable, this shall not affect the effectiveness of the remaining conditions of 
participation. The applicable law is that of the Federal Republic of Germany, with the 
exclusion of the provisions of international private law. 

This prize competition is not connected with Instagram and is not sponsored, supported or 
organised by Instagram in any way.  

 


